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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN, DR GARY BRAMLEY

Puketi Forest has been buzzing with activity over the summer months.  There have 
been entomologists searching for rare beetles and butterflies, botanists catalogu-
ing the diversity of vascular plants, 121 keen participants taking part in our third 
annual Kauri Challenge, and a big increase in the number of people walking the 
tracks and passing through on their way along the Te Araroa Trail.  It is extremely 
rewarding to see more and more people enjoying the biodiversity and beauty of 
the Forest. 

When we established the trust in 2003 we had what seemed like a huge list of 
aspirational goals, one of which was to encourage (external) research in the forest 
and another of which was to reconnect people to the forest so that they could 
appreciate what it has to offer.  Since then we have got caught up in the other 
exciting aspects of ecosystem management and those goals have sat there in our 
strategic documents and in the back of my mind, without a particular champion, 
as we deal with the other issues that need to be dealt with - usually with some 
urgency.  One of the reasons why we saw people as important was that the more 
time experts spend in an area the more they find, and those doing research about 
a particular thing often happen to be in the "right place at the right time" to see 
other things happening in the forest as well. Another reason was that the more 
people engage with the forest, the more secure our support base becomes and 
the easier it is to attract funding and carry on forest restoration.  It is enormously 
pleasing to have groups coming to the forest and chasing their passion - whether 
it be for plants, birds, fungi, beetles or just family time.  Fantastic that those goals 
are now being realised without too much direct input from the trustees, and the 
word is spreading. 

Since 2003 one of the big changes in the conservation landscape is the discovery 
of kauri dieback disease.  Puketi is the only large forest in Northland which has no 
confirmed cases of dieback  - although it is in adjoining Omahuta.  Like conserva-
tion areas everywhere I guess the balance needs to be struck between too many  
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR BIRD SURVEYS
Toutouwai Monitoring
The annual census of toutouwai (North Island robin) will be carried out in 
the Waihoanga / Te Tawa area as the birds are preparing for the next 
breeding season.  This will involve small teams of volunteers walking along 
designated sections of the trap lines, playing back robin song at intervals, 
feeding a few meal worms to any robins that appear and recording birds 
heard and seen.  Newcomers will be paired with experienced bird watch-
ers.  The first day of monitoring will be during the weekend of 22/23 July, 
with a backup in case of unsuitable weather the following weekend, 29/30 
July.

Kiwi Listening
The official dates for kiwi listening have not yet been advised, but based on the moon calendar we expect the 
first listening period to be 15 to 27 May and the backup period to be 13 to 25 June.  Once again we aim to cover 
13 sites so will need a full team of volunteers.  Those of you who have helped with kiwi listening in the past will 
be contacted nearer the time. If you haven’t been involved before but would like to be, we would love to hear 
from you!  A training night will be arranged for new listeners.

Kokako Survey
Kokako will be monitored again this autumn to assess the success of this season's breeding.  This will be led by 
Tom Donovan with help from experienced volunteers.

 If you are keen to help with any of these bird surveys, please get in touch with Ian Wilson (09) 401 9056, 
ianwilson.puketi@gmail.com or Erica Whyte (09) 406 0514, lindsayerica@slingshot.co.nz.   

visitors and too few.  If you happen to visit the forest please make sure you follow the hygiene guidelines about 
preventing the spread of kauri dieback.  Looking out at the swathes of dead crowns at Waipoua and elsewhere it 
would be heart breaking to see that at Puketi and we all need to do our best to prevent it.  Given the presence of the 
Te Araroa trail, the resident pigs and the proximity of Omahuta, arrival of dieback at Puketi is probably a question of 
when and not if, but let's do all we practically can to keep it out.

In my work with Reconnecting Northland I often interact with groups which are starting out on their journey for 
restoring their patch.  I often smile to myself at their naivety as they talk enthusiastically about their goals and vision.  
The problems they will encounter are never likely to be the problems they expect, and I'm not sure how many people 
realise at the outset the constant hard grind required to do something and maintain it.  Making the first step is hard, 
gaining credibility can be difficult and credibility is easily lost, but keeping going brings its own challenges.  We are 
fortunate at Puketi that our trustees are so overwhelmingly positive and get on and get things done as required.  The 
hours spent talking to school groups, community groups, funders and others are all worthwhile when you can rely 
on others to do their fair share and more according to where their particular skill set and availability lies.  Thanks 
again to all those who contribute to achieving our goals, particularly those whose only contribution is financial.  

I hope you enjoy this issue of the newsletter and find an opportunity to get into Puketi and experience it for yourself 
sometime soon.
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MECODEMA “PUKETI” - NEW GROUND BEETLE SPECIES DISCOVERED       
David Seldon, an entomologist from Auckland University, recently discovered a new species of 
ground beetle while undertaking research for his PhD in Puketi and Omahuta Forests.  This 
new species (pictured right and as yet unnamed) is the largest ground beetle known to occur 
in these forests (averaging 29-33 mm in length) and belongs to the genus Mecodema. 

The genus Mecodema are a highly diverse group found only in New Zealand, with 70 described 
species from Three Kings Islands in the Far North to Stewart Island in the deep south. These 
beetles are flightless, nocturnal predators of the forest floor, feeding on a variety of inverte-
brates including worms, caterpillars and spiders. They are found in a wide variety of habitats 
ranging from native and pine forests to tussock grasslands beyond the tree line. The research 
being undertaken by Mr Seldon includes a revision of all the North Island species of Mecode-
ma.

The newly discovered Puketi-Omahuta Mecodema tends to hide out during the day under large 
rocks and logs, and appears to prefer gently sloping land within 50 m of a stream under a 
mixed broadleaf / podocarp canopy, with some wood debris and good leaf litter.  It is rather 
striking in appearance with a large shiny black elytra (modified and hardened forewings), 
strong stout legs and pincer shaped forward facing mandibles.  

 SEARCH FOR THE FOREST RINGLET BUTTERFLY       
There have been several reports of a large unidentified butterfly fluttering around in 
the forest canopy at various locations around Puketi Forest.  This has sparked excite-
ment as the general description and behaviour matches that of the elusive Forest 
Ringlet butterfly (Dodonidia helmsii). The Forest Ringlet, also known as Helms’ 
butterfly, is a rare and vividly coloured butterfly that is endemic to New Zealand.  At 
40-60mm it is about the size of a red admiral and although it spends a lot of time high 
in the forest canopy it will descend lower down in clearings and near the forest edges 
where it often feeds on Hebe flowers.  The fast flying adults live for 3-4 weeks and are 
most likely to be seen in January and February.  This stunning butterfly was once 
widespread throughout New Zealand but is now believed to be on the brink of extinc-
tion due to a combination of habitat loss and the introduction of predatory wasps that 
prey on its larvae.

The Senior Conservation Officer from Sir David Attenborough’s UK based Butterfly 
Conservation Trust, Steve Wheatley, recently visited New 
Zealand to advise on how best to protect the Forest Ringlet 
butterfly and carry out critical field research on its current 
distribution and population density.  This visit was organised 
by the Moths and Butterflies of New Zealand Trust and includ-
ed survey work within Puketi Forest.  When Steve WheatLey 
visited Puketi he found cutty grass (Gahnia spp) that had been 
chewed in a manner characteristic of the Forest Ringlet cater-
pillar.  This is an encouraging sign but not definitive as there is 
another insect species  known to browse on Gahnia in a 
similar way.  Next summer we will have to be more vigilant 
and keep an eye out for this rare and beautiful butterfly.   We 
will keep you posted on any further developments.

Mecodema “puketi” 

Steve Wheatley in Puketi
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AUCKLAND BOTANICAL SOCIETY VISIT PUKETI   
About 40 members of the Auckland Botanical Society spent two days over Auckland Anniversary Weekend survey-
ing the diversity of vascular plant species in Puketi Forest.  This survey yielded some interesting results, including 
the discovery of a threatened species of native grass (Microlaena carsei) that had not previously been recorded in 
Puketi, and 25 more species added to the already impressive list of species found along the Waihoanga Gorge Kauri 
Walk, bringing the grand total to 166 (159 native and 7 non-native).  A brief account by Alison Wesley of the 
Society’s foray on the Waihoanga Gorge Walk is set out below.

A number of the botanists who participated in the survey have been Trust supporters for many years and several  
came to Puketi in the early 1980s successfully campaigning for logging in the forest to be permanently halted.  They 
were very impressed by how healthy the Forest now looks and asked that the Trust’s supporters be thanked for their 
commitment to ensuring Puketi’s unique biodiversity is preserved. 

PLANT SURVEY AT WAIHOANGA GORGE       Alison Wesley, Auckland Botanical Society Member

After an approximately 40min drive from our base in Kerikeri we were welcomed onto the farm of Ian Wilson, a 
long-time member of the Auckland Botanical Society and a founding trustee of the Puketi Forest Trust.  Before 
setting out on the Waihoanga Gorge walk, Ian gave us an excellent talk about the history and goals of the Trust.  
He explained that the total size of Puketi Forest is about 15,000 hectares, that the Trust controls pests over an 
area of 5,500 hectares on its southern side, and that the key aim of the Trust is to restore Puketi to a complete 
healthy living forest.  He reported that from the time the Trust established in 2003 to the end of 2016 there have 
been more than  57,500 pests trapped, including stoats, cats, weasels, ferrets, rats, possums, hedgehogs, and 
mice. 

Although the loop track of the Waihoanga Gorge is not particularly long we walked it at typical botanical society 
pace admiring and identifying as many plants as possible. The most stunning plants we encountered were of 
course the huge Kauri up on the ridge.  The track had occasional lookouts from where we could view the regener-
ating forest in the valley below and see farmland in the distance.

Starting with a preliminary species list we were able to add eight more 
ferns and it was a particular pleasure for me to see all species of Tme-
sipteris and in particular become much more familiar with Tmesipteris 
sigmatifolia which is uncommon in the Auckland area where many Botani-
cal Society trips occur. The uncommon fern Loxsoma cunninghamii was 
seen right beside the bridge we first crossed to access the track.  The 
common associates of Kauri, i.e. Taraire (Beilschmiedia tarairi), Northern 
Rata (Metrosideros robusta), Rimu (Dacrydium cupressinum), Towai (Wein-
mannia silvicola), and Makamaka (Ackama rosifolia), were all seen and 
also Dracophyllum latifolium was prominent.

In contrast to the walk we did in the more northerly part of Puketi the day before where many Alseuosmia were 
generally recognised as A. quercifolia, in this southern part of the bush where Alseuosmia were less common 
they were identified as A. macrophylla or A. banksii.  Other plants more common in the north of New Zealand 
than elsewhere included Halocarpus kirkii (monoao), Dicksonia lanata var. hispida, Metrosideros albiflora 
(white rata), Ixerba brexioides (tawari), and Quintinia serrata (tawheowheo).

In direct contrast to all the animal pests caught by the Trust, there were remarkably few weeds to be seen along 
the track. While there may well have been work done to remove some, it appeared the worst species in North-
land have never established along the Waihoanga Gorge Walk.

Dracophyllum latifolium 
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PRAISE FROM TE ARAROA TRAIL WALKERS   
People walking the Te Araroa Trail from the north travel through the Herekino, Raetea and Omahuta forests before 
crossing the Waipapa River into Puketi Forest.  Contractors and volunteers servicing traps along Pirau Road and the 
Pukatea track often meet these walkers.  A number have commented on how few birds they have seen in the forests 
further north and how many more they encountered in Puketi.  

One couple from Auckland with a good knowledge of our flora and fauna said that before entering Puketi they had 
hardly seen or heard any birds and were alarmed at the damage possums were doing to the forests they had walked 
through - “And then we crossed the Waipapa River and pitched our tent beside the Pukatea Stream and there were 
birds all around us.  Last night numerous moreporks called throughout the night and we even heard a kiwi.  This 
morning we were woken up by a number of tui that started singing before it was even light.  The forest is so much 
healthier than the other forests we have passed through and although we have seen a few possums in your traps 
there is no sign of any possum damage to the vegetation”.  Such comments always give the trappers a boost knowing 
that their hard work is bearing fruit and is appreciated.

KAURI CHALLENGE 2017  
The third annual Puketi Forest Kauri Challenge went ahead without a hitch on 
28 January 2017.  The day dawned bright and clear, and we were thrilled to 
see 121 keen Challengers assembled at the Puketi Forest Headquarters start-
ing line.  Each participant donated $50 towards one year of pest control within 
one hectare of forest.  As a result we raised $6050 and will be able to protect 
121 hectares for yet another year.  Ensuring continuous funding is always a 
challenge in conservation and we are extremely grateful to have so many 
people express interest and concern for the ongoing protection of Puketi’s 
unique habitats and biodiversity.

The Challenge followed the same route as previous 
years (with 12km and 21km options) and finished 
with a picnic reception at Forest Pools.  We are most 
grateful to the Far North Search and Rescue team 
who ensured everyone finished safely and Count-
down Kerikeri for donating all the BBQ essentials.  

The feedback received at the finish line was overwhelmingly positive and it 
was a pleasure to see groups of smiling Challengers resting in the shade, 
enjoying the picnic treats and the company of their fellow walkers.  We will 
definitely run the event again next year and encourage you to join us, spread 
the word, and bring along family and friends.
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CAPITAL FUND DEVELOPMENT – NORTHLAND FOUNDATION MOU
In 2008, the trustees established the Puketi Forest Capital Fund, to accept donations and 
bequests that will be held in perpetuity, providing investment income to secure the restoration 
of Puketi long term.  The capital fund has grown steadily from donations, bequests and interest 
earned and has reached $160,000.  Until now the capital fund has been held in a separate term 
deposit with the Westpac bank.

The trustees are pleased to announce that the capital fund has now been taken to a new level 
with the signing of a memorandum of understanding between Puketi Forest Trust and The Northland Foundation, 
which will establish the capital fund on a more formal and professional basis.  

One of 14 community foundations in New Zealand and a charitable trust in its own right, the Northland Foundation 
is an endowment specialist which provides a vehicle for people to leave a lasting gift (donation or bequest) to com-
munity groups in Northland, including the Puketi Forest Trust.  The new agreement establishes the "Puketi Forest 
Trust Endowment Fund" to be administered by the Northland Foundation, which will accept donations and bequests 
on behalf of the Trust and promote the fund in conjunction with its wider fund raising activities.  

The fund will be pooled with other funds administered by the Northland Foundation but accounted separately.  Pool-
ing allows more efficient investment in a diverse portfolio, which is expected to give higher and more stable returns 
in the long term.  Funds are managed to careful investment strategies, to preserve capital and optimise long term 
returns.  Income from the fund (interest and dividends) will be distributed annually to the Trust, although the trust-
ees intend to allow income to accumulate until the fund reaches a size that can contribute significantly to ongoing 
operating costs.  The capital will not be touched.

Donations and bequests can be given directly to the Northland Foundation or through the Trust, specifying that it is 
for the Puketi Forest Fund.  Donations made either way will qualify for a tax rebate.  Bequests contribute significantly 
to our long-term financial sustainability, and the trustees are grateful to all of our donors who have already remem-
bered the Puketi Forest Trust in their estate planning.  If you would like to contribute to the fund through your will, 
talk to your solicitor first.  For more information see the Northland Foundation website northlandfoundation.org.nz 
or contact our trustee Jo Baguley at Law North in Kerikeri, phone 09 407 7099.

KIWI POPULATION SURVEY 
As the Trust consolidated and expanded predator 
control in Puketi, annual kiwi call counts increased 
from 2004 to 2011.  From 2011 to 2016 however, 
kiwi call rates have remained approximately constant 
and lower than in some other Northland kiwi areas.  
A number of explanations have been offered, but we 
really need hard facts to decide whether Puketi kiwi 
need more help, and if so, what kind of help.  

As a first step, this autumn Lesley Baigent and her 
certified kiwi dog Tohu will locate kiwi in representa-
tive parts of the management area.  This will provide 
an estimate of kiwi population density that can be 
compared with call count data, and an estimate of 
the population age structure.  These results will be used to decide whether additional pest control should be 
provided and whether further monitoring is required during the coming breeding season.

http://northlandfoundation.org.nz/
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TRAPPING UPDATE
During 2016 record numbers of feral cats, possums and mice were trapped.  The increased numbers of cats caught 
in 2015 and 2016 might be due to improvements in the bait supply.  Several hunters, particularly Jeff Garnham and 
Oliver Adams, regularly supply us with rabbits and hares.  These are minced, with a few possums mixed in, and 
weighed out in labelled bags for each trap line.  The fresh wild meat (mostly rabbit) seems to be highly attractive to 
feral cats.  

The possum catch has increased steadily over several years, due to increases in the number of traps.  Prior to 2010 
any possums caught were by-catch in cat traps or the result of small cyanide operations targeting possums that 
were interfering with rat traps.  Possum traps were installed throughout the core area in 2010 and on the stoat trap 
lines in 2014 to 2016.  As well as reducing possum numbers in the wider management area, the additional traps 
outside the core area have reduced re-invasion.  Possum abundance was measured in the core area by DOC staff in 
November 2016 at 12% wax tag index, below the target 15%.  The trustees are pleased with the standard of year 
round possum control being achieved in the core area.

Mice are not targeted, and are a by-catch in the rat traps.  There is often very little trace of a mouse by the time a 
trap is checked so some are missed, and it can be difficult to distinguish a mouse from a small rat.  Some of the 
mouse tallies from earlier years might therefore be lower than the actual catch.

The number of rats trapped in 2016 was only exceeded in 2014 when they bred earlier than usual. This providing 
extra food for the stoats that also produced larger litters than usual.  

Throughout the history of the Trust, DOC have maintained complementary pest control in Puketi, including annual 
goat culling and possum knockdown in key areas on a three year rotation.  One of these key areas is the Trust's core 
area.  From 2010 the 3-yearly contract for the core area has been awarded to the Trust, providing financial support 
for our continuous trapping operation.  In addition, the Department awarded a contract to the Trust in 2014 to 
install possum traps on stoat trap lines and to service them for two years.  This contract was renewed for another 
year in 2016.  This financial support is a valuable contribution towards the Trust's goals, but there has recently been 
concern that it might be lost due to budget changes, including diversion of funds to a large operation planned for 
Russell Forest.  In that regard, we are very pleased that the Minister of Conservation, Maggie Barry, has recently 
announced an extra $380,000 to go towards pest control in Russell and so hopefully there will be no reduction in 
the Department’s spending on other pest control initiatives such as our work in Puketi.
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THE NEXT GENERATION OF PUKETI ENTHUSIASTS...

Members of the Trust regularly take school children into Puketi Forest on class trips to Puketi and it is alarming to 
see how many children have had little contact with the bush and feel very much out of place.  But in each group 
there are usually a few who are very knowledgeable and at home in the forest.  It is good that some parents encour-
age their children to go into the bush and learn about it, as they are likely to be the future guardians of the forest.   
The following two articles are from parents who are developing a love of nature in their children and their children’s 
friends. 

CHRIS BOOTH: 
Volunteering for the Puketi Forest Trust has been a real joy for my two children, 
Lena Huia (14) and Amaru (10). To the extent they are inviting their friends to 
help too! Twice a year, with me in tow, they look after P1 trapline with 8km of up 
and down trail, 69 possum traps and 5 stoat traps. They have been doing so for 
the past three years. Plus through the year Lena Huia helps clear traplines and 
other work. In fact she has been working in the forest accompanied by myself or 
John Dawn since the age of 8. Amaru since he was 7.

Why do they like doing this work?  Both emphatically said they love being in the 
forest and helping to control the pest animals so that the native animals can come 
back.

POLLY GREEK: 
In an action perhaps not dissimilar to the lugging of coals to Newcastle, we 
banded together with two other bush-dwelling families the other week and shep-
herded our gaggle of children off on an overnight tramp into Puketi Forest.

Considering we live flanked by remote DoC reserves and the song of calling kiwis lulls our kids to sleep every night, 
a forest expedition may seem like over-egging the ‘nature-appreciation’ pudding, but there is something magical 
about venturing deeply into wilderness areas with a pack on your back. Now that our friends’ eldest children and Vita 
have all turned five, it seemed like a good time to add tramping to their lexicon.

Anybody rattling up SH1 towards Kaitaia will have skirted the edge of Puketi Forest just north of Okaihau. Rising 
from the valley floor, its steep southern range runs parallel to the road like an immense and continuous barricade of 
wooded green. Occasional signposts mark gateways into the ancient forest, but those had barely registered for James 
and me each time we’d hurtled past at 100km/h, with some other destination in mind.

Then our friend Bernard landed a contract as a professional trapper for the Puketi Forest Trust, which is working to 
restore the area to a ‘living forest’ through pest control and the reintroduction of native birds. As well as his descrip-
tions of towering Kauri and rare Kokako singing at dawn, Bernard told us he had keys to the trappers’ hut. ‘It’ll be 
a good walk in for the children,’ he said. ‘Around five hours. It’s a bit steep in places so we might have to carry the 
two-year-olds.’

The three two-year-olds were duly jammed into baby carriers and harnessed to their mothers’ shoulders while their 
fathers staggered like packhorses beneath gargantuan loads. The five-year-olds, clad in backpacks as light as butter-
fly wings, scampered off down the trail, shrieking and jostling to be at the front.

Lunch break for Lena Huia, Maya & Oona

Amaru cools off in the creek
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Their high-spirited performance was sustained for an admirable six hours of clambering up and down steep spurs, but 
it was the forest itself that drew the day’s highest praise, with its stands of giant Kauri rising like organic skyscrapers 
from the leaf-litter below.

Spanning 15,000 hectares and merging into adjacent Omahuta Forest, Puketi is one of Northland’s largest tracts of 
native forest and home to more than 370 recorded plant species. Like crossing different neighbourhoods in a city, we 
trudged through distinct ecosystems including stands of kauri, podocarp and hardwood trees, as well as bizarre Dr 
Suess-like forests of ferns and swampy hollows. The frequent stops necessary to accommodate children’s little legs 
were a pleasure; we stood about marvelling at the girth of ancient Totaras, Rimus, Rata and Puriri while toddling 
two-year-olds wrestled their way through supplejack vines on the track.

That night, after six over-excited children had finally receded into sleep; we sat on the porch 
of the hut, wrapped in sleeping bags as the forest exhaled its cold, mossy breath and starlight 
glinted sharply above, and we congratulated ourselves on the hike. ‘Let’s do another one 
soon,’ we agreed.  However, Sunday’s dawn chorus rang not with Kokako and Tui but instead 
with the disheartened whines of children who were tired and tearful as we cajoled them down 
the ridge on a different route out.

The Kauri forest we passed through was primaeval and breathtakingly beautiful but 
two-year-old Zen wasn’t in the mood for trees any more. Sick of his place on my shoulders but 
refusing to walk, he kept any birdlife at bay with his outraged bellows while I marched on with 
gritted teeth.

When we finally emerged from the bush after a seven-hour trek, we found ourselves on the banks of a pristine river 
flowing like liquid glass over its stony bed. Sinking tiredly onto rocks while the menfolk headed off to retrieve our cars, 
we mothers sat in silence as the reviving children scuttled off to play by the water. Nobody mentioned future tramps at 
the time, but minds are funny things. As the pain and weariness have subsided, memories of forest magic have once 
again come to the fore and we’re tentatively planning the next overnight excursion. Only Zen needs persuading. Asked 
for his thoughts on the matter, he emphatically retorts, ‘No! Yucky walk.’

Given that ‘no’ is his go-to word for most things in life at present, I’m sure he’ll come round.

A trip to Puketi Forest is highly recommended to anyone in its vicinity this summer. As well as stunning forest trails, 
swimming holes and diverse plant life, it is home to Te Tangi o te Tui Puketi, the fourth largest living Kauri tree in the 
world with a height of 50.9 m. Day walks are accessible from SH10 and SH1.

We thank thisNZlife for allowing us to use Polly Greek’s article in our newslet-
ter.

The trappers hut is normally only available for the use of people working in the 
forest but when Bernard asked if he could take a friend and their families up to 
the hut we agreed, as dedicated trappers always like their families to experi-
ence the special values of the area they are committed to looking after.  It is 
also good that a trapper’s family gets a feel for the job their partner / father is 
doing.  After the trip they gave the Trust a generous donation. 

All the kids on the Plateau Hut porch

Zen surveying the forest floor
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REPORT FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

Increasing numbers of visitors have been a feature of the summer, with lots of campers at Puketi HQ, plenty 
of walkers on the tracks (particularly the Te Araroa section), people enjoying the river at Forest Pools and 
large numbers of cars, vans and buses visiting the boardwalk at Manginangina.

In January and February the weed team completed their annual control operation in the Whakateterekia, 
Mangapapa and Lower Waipapa sections of the rivers.  This long running operation works on controlling 
weeds threatening the unique rheophytic and riparian communities of the forest which include local endem-
ics such as Hebe acutiflora and Loxsoma cunninghamii.  The team target a wide suite of species from 
groundcovers to trees, and while there was a continued decline of the key invasive species Tradescandia and 
Mexican Daisy, the dry weather saw a major increase in Pampas numbers and there was a worrying discovery 
of a single Aristea well upstream of any previous infestations.

Goat control operations have continued with large numbers of animals being culled in the Pukatea / Flavells 
and Omaunu areas, other animals have been taken out of the Waihoanga, Te Rereatuoro and Plateau areas. 
Work has recently started on a project to monitor numbers of short tailed bats within Puketi Omahuta. 
Results of this work (some of which is being done in conjunction with the Trust) will be available later in the 
year. 

FUNGAL FORAY:  8 – 12 MAY 2017 

The Fungal Network of New Zealand (Funnz) will hold their annual Fungal 
Foray in Northland this year, based in Opononi from Monday 8th to Friday 
12th May and visiting forests in the region including Puketi-Omahuta.  Puketi 
Forest Trust members, local schools and community members are invited to 
take part.

Funnz is a group of scientists (mycologists) and enthusiastic amateurs.  A 
Foray typically takes place during the main fungal fruiting period (autumn) and focusses on a different region each 
year.  Fungi are collected to explore the region's fungal diversity and build knowledge of NZ’s fungi – so far about 
8,000 species have been recorded of an expected 20,000 or more.  The objective is to determine what fungi are in 
the local forests, and which are common, special, unique or (occasionally) endangered.

Four days are spent foraying and characterising specimens using microscopes, etc. and one day (Wednesday) is set 
aside for a colloquium where scientific reports are presented.  Specimens are collected under permit and deposit-
ed in national collections for research purposes.  The landowner of the collection site retains ownership of the 
specimens.  

On the four in-field days, foragers will assemble at the Opononi Memorial Hall at 8:00am then go in car lots to the 
various foray sites.  They will leave the field about 2:00pm and return to Opononi Area School science room for 
characterisation of the specimens.  If Trust members would like to join forays to Puketi, they can arrange to meet 
at Puketi. The colloquium on Wednesday 10 May will be in the Opononi Memorial Hall, 8:30am to 5:00pm.

If you would like to join all or part of the Fungal Foray, please register by 31 March on the Funnz website              
(www.funnz.org.nz/forays/hokianga) and contact Tom (Tom.DaviesNZ@outlook.com) for a PFT member discount 
on the registration fee. 

http://www.funnz.org.nz/forays/hokianga


PUKETI FOREST TRUST 
Sponsorship Form 

There are several ways you can donate to support the restoration of Puketi Forest. 
Please choose the method most convenient for you. 

1. By Mail: Complete this form and send with a cheque or credit card details to

The Puketi Forest Trust, PO Box 257, Kaeo 0448, New Zealand. 

2. By Direct Credit: Puketi Forest Trust, Account No 03-0351-0165464-00 (Westpac, Kerikeri)

Please advise payment details by posting this form to the address above or email to info@puketi.org.nz. 

3. By credit card or PayPal account through the web site: www.puketi.org.nz/donate.html

(payments are processed through the secure PayPal system). 

Name ......... ..................... ........................ ...... ................................. .............................. . 

Address .................. ...... .................. ............... ............... ............ ......... ......... ...................... . 

Email: ..................... .............................. .............................. Phone: ...... .............. ............. . 

I would prefer to receive newsletters by email I post (select one). 

I wish to: Sponsor 
--

hectares for __ years @$50 each $ 

Sponsor __ kilometres of track@ $1000 per km $ 

Donate __ rat traps@ $10 each $ 

Donate __ stoat traps @ $20 each $ 

Donate __ feral cat traps@ $25 each $ 

Contribute to the Capital Fund (minimum of $1000) $ ___ _ 

Total Donation $ ______ _ 

Payment method: Cheque (payable to Puketi Forest Trust) D. 

or: Credit Card. (Visa, MasterCard, American Express or Discover) 

Credit card number: ____ ! ____ ! ____ ! _____ Expiry: ___ / __ 

Name on card: ___________________ Card verification No (CSC): _____ _ 

or: Direct Credit payment date: _____ payer account name: __________ _ 

If this is a gift for a friend, please enter their details below. Your friend will receive a certificate and Puketi Forest 

Trust newsletters. (The receipt will be sent to you at the above address). 

Name . ..................... .............................. ......... ................................................................. . 

Address. 

Message to appear on their certificate: ............ ................................. .......................................... . 

Puketi Forest Trust is a registered charity. Your donation will qualify for a tax credit. 

Thank you for your support 
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